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I just don't want these blogs to be drowned in Doctor Who theories. We
can do that in the forums, but to see this one REALLY get some traction
and become the centerpiece of your Lost speculation, it should be about

the Lost show and it's characters, not TV show theory.That's what the
forum is for. If you want to be the Lost master-schmeister, it's great. Just
don't abuse this blog. Thanks! :) I don't see how people are stating the

theory on this blog since it is an off topic subject. This is supposed to be
about Lost and this blog is not about the show itself or the way the show
is filmed. Just because I do not know what any of the places on the island
are, this blog is not about Lost. I understand you guys are trying to build
the theory and make it interesting, but I don't think this is the way to do
it. If you want to build the theory then start with the forums, this blog is

about Lost. Please do not post theories on this blog. If you have
something interesting you would like to post, then post it in the forum. I
agree with you, kc - that the Lost blogs are to be taken for Lost theories,

but some of us have taken it as an interesting opportunity to put our
personal theories out there for the world to see.Once you get to page 2

or 3 of the forum, you'll see plenty of theories on the show, about its
making, and about the show itself, but I will NOT see any theories posted
here about Lost until my theories have had some time to develop.I don't

appreciate being told I'm in the wrong forum, but that's the way it is.
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Lost was the first television series on NBC to rank higher than primetime
in its time period for three consecutive years. It was the first high-profile

television series ever to depict several subjects that were then
considered taboo, such as drug use. The combination of great

storytelling, a compelling and engrossing story arc, and addictive
characters and writing by executive producers J.J. Abrams and Damon
Lindelof made Lost a huge success. Its success generated several spin-

offs and sequels, namely the spin-off series, Heroes of Tomorrow ,
Heroes and Coyotes , Pearl Harbor and the two-part series finale, The

End . Following the conclusion of the television series, various spin-offs
have been released, including a comic book, a graphic novel, and an

album titled Tabula Rasa . Lost Times is a biographical book about the
story of Lost that focuses on the history and production of the show, and

what it was like working on the show, giving insight to the intricate
details. The Lost Season 4 Boxset was released on November 29, 2009.
It was released 2 months after the final episode aired. The set contains

the first 2 episodes of the 4th season, plus special features. Extras
include commentary from the directors and producers, deleted scenes,

bloopers, footage from the making of the show, and a 20-minute
retrospective by the cast and crew. The Lost Season 5 Boxset was

released on September 23, 2010. It was released 2 months after the
final episode aired. It contains an episode, White Rabbit, that includes a

character crossover with Heroes. The set also contains a 40-minute
retrospective by the cast and crew, deleted scenes, bloopers, and
footage from the making of the show, including the writers room.
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